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A classic view of L.A. from
Mulholland Drive.

INTERSECTION PHOTOS

DISCOVER THE OTHER SIDE OF TINSELTOWN: A HOTBED OF FINE ARTS AND AFFORDABLE LUXURY.

From left: The Venice
Beach boardwalk;
Pizzeria Mozza.

WHY 2016. A recent embrace of

public transportation options, an
evolving “high-low” art scene, and
an abundance of stylish steals have
put the City of Angels near the top
of our list.
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WHAT TO DO. Explore the Arts

District on the eastern side of
Downtown. The neighborhood has
been transformed from abandoned
industrial buildings to a creative
hotspot for design, TV and film,
and boasts great restaurants and
shopping. Don’t miss Poketo
(poketo.com), a store stocked with
unique design-driven pieces that
also serves as a creative community center with regular workshops
and art exhibitions, or Alchemy
Works (alchemyworks.us), a con-

cept store with under-the-radar
labels that doubles as a gallery and
events space. Fuel up with lunch
at Cerveteca, a laid-back spot with
Mexican comfort food and killer
cocktails (chorizo burger $15,
cervetecadtla.com). Then make
your way to the just-opened—and
free!—Broad Museum (thebroad.
org) on Grand Avenue in Downtown, with works by Jasper Johns,
Robert Rauschenberg, Andy Warhol, Ed Ruscha, and Roy Lichtenstein. On the 45-minute walk
from the Arts District to the Broad
Museum, stop at iconic locales like
Little Tokyo, Angels Flight, Walt
Disney Concert Hall, and Grand
Central Market (grandcentralmarket.com), which offers more than
50 fresh food stalls, both local and

global. Since 1917, Angelenos and
tourists have been drawn to its
diversity for everything from
grocery shopping to gourmet
meals—hence, the lines at ultimate
breakfast spot Eggslut and Horse
Thief BBQ. (If walking in L.A.
seems inconceivable, get from
the Arts District to the Broad on
the DASH bus Route A.)
WHERE TO STAY. Rest your head at

Mama Shelter (from $159 per night,
mamashelter.com), a chic hotel
right on Hollywood Boulevard that’s
just blocks away from the Chinese
Theatre along the Walk of Fame.
Its Instagram-bait rooftop offers a
nearly 360-degree view, from the
Hollywood sign to Downtown to the
West side. —Celia Shatzman
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